Pricelist of books

1st and 2nd Year Fsc-Pre medical

1. Biology  Rs. 144
2. Physics.  Rs. 118
3. Chemistry  Rs. 127
4. English (book 1)  Rs. 39
5. English (book 3)  Rs. 39
6. Urdu  Rs. 49
7. Islamic Studies  Rs. 250
8. Pakistan Studies  Rs. 56

**Total price**  Rs. 766

Fsc-pre Engineering

1. Mathematics  Rs. 145
2. Physics  Rs. 118
3. Chemistry  Rs. 127
4. English (book 1)  Rs. 39
5. English (book 3)  Rs. 39
6. Urdu  Rs. 49
7. Islamic studies  Rs. 250
8. Pakistan Studies  Rs. 56

**Total price**  Rs. 767

Complete set of Computer Sciences  Rs. 703
Complete set of General Science  Rs. 952
Complete set of Humanities  Rs. 1247
Complete set of I. Com  Rs. 1452

Average amount for 1st and 2nd year’s books  Rs. 981 per set